HAWTHORNE VALLEY WALDORF SCHOOL
COVID SAFETY PLAN FOR 2021-2022
AUGUST 25, 2021
PREPARED FOR THE NY STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
SCHOOL VISION
Hawthorne Valley Waldorf School’s (HVS) vision is to nurture a collaborative, diverse and inclusive culture in which students are recognized for their unique gifts and
have the opportunity to develop enthusiasm for learning that inspires life-long creative engagement in positive social change and renewal.
SCHOOL MISSION
HVS provides innovative, age-appropriate learning opportunities for students from nursery through high school. We value and promote diversity, equity, and inclusion
at our school, as hallmarks of an ethical society and as integral to sound learning. Our approach supports artistic, academic, physical, and moral growth, inspired by
the educational insights of Rudolf Steiner. Located on a biodynamic farm, our unique environment fosters healthy connections to the natural world. Our integrated
curriculum cultivates social responsibility, personal integrity, intellectual curiosity, and practical capacities which empower students to meet the challenges and
opportunities of the world today.
BRIEF OVERVIEW
At Hawthorne Valley Waldorf School, we look forward to welcoming back all our students this fall, roughly 300 children, who span the ages of 3 to 18. With access to
900 acres of land comprised of a working dairy farm, a CSA farm, a stream and woodlands, as well as five school buildings and a variety of sheltered spaces, we feel we
have an unusually suitable setting to meet our students’ needs in the age of a pandemic.
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BRIEF OVERVIEW (CONTINUED)
We have learned a lot over the past 18 months about the value of in-person education, the
necessity to stay flexible and responsive to the needs of our age, and strategies to layer our
approaches to reducing the risk of COVID transmission on our campus. As was the case last
year, the health and wellbeing of our students and faculty is of the utmost importance to us.
This year, we have committed to having all of our students on campus for a full day, five days a
week. As a Waldorf School, we deeply value the face-to-face human connections upon which
our education has always been based. To meet this goal will require that we adopt and adhere to
necessary and mandated Health Measures and Protocols. We are willing to adjust our plans to
serve the priority of safe on-campus schooling. We thank you in advance for your openness to
trusting our school with the important task of educating your child and keeping them safe.
The Responsible Parties in the construction of the HVS School Safety Plan 2021-22 are: HVS
School Director, Karin Almquist, in consultation with the HVS Executive Group comprised
of Janene Ping, Meaghan McKenna, Andrew Sansone, and Simon Frishkoff, HVS Nurse Kara
Desiderio, and other members of faculty.
KEY STRATEGIES IN REDUCING RISK:
While no one approach can entirely eliminate the risk of COVID-19, our plan is to reduce risk as
much as possible and to increase the health and safety of our school community by layering the
following key strategies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Ensuring that no children, faculty, and staff exhibiting flu-like symptoms are on campus.
This is the most impactful step we can take.
Communicating CDC recommendations that those who are able to do so to be vaccinated
against COVID-19 to reduce community spread
Keeping our students—at all grade levels—in consistent pods with their class whenever
possible.
Running HEPA filters in all classroom spaces to improve ventilation. Cracking windows and
doors to improve airflow whenever possible.
Requiring all students and faculty to submit proof that they are COVID negative before
the first day of school.
Engaging Columbia County resources to support routine screening of our school
community for COVID-19. Developing a plan for Point-of-Care COVID testing of
symptomatic individuals on campus.
Providing school athletes with weekly COVID screening to ensure that they can interact
safely with athletes from other schools.
Reducing the chances of exposure by wearing face masks when inside school buildings,
hallways, bathrooms, shared communal spaces.
Adhering to the CDC guidelines that in instructional settings students should be spaced in
desks at least 3 feet apart.
Creating designated outdoor classroom spaces for each grade level and utilizing these
outdoor spaces to provide access to healthy air circulation whenever possible.
Scheduling classes so that students move between classroom spaces throughout the day to
increase airflow in any one room.
Anticipating anxiety levels and developing protocols and curricular offerings to proactively
meet social and emotional learning needs.
Re-imagining and re-enlivening our school’s experience of seasonal festivals in order to
safely ground our community in time and space.
Maintaining the school cleaning and disinfecting plan created last year in accordance with
CDC Guidelines.
Continuing to support and teach handwashing and other personal hygiene practices.
Installing additional outdoor sinks for handwashing. Minimizing contact by reducing and
disinfecting shared materials.
Reducing exposure by limiting our buildings to students and staff and restricting public
access to our outdoor campus.
Addressing the need to support the physical and mental health of our students by
reinstating our athletics program for older children as well planning for some outdoor class
excursions in recognition of the benefits that physical engagement brings following a year in
which many children had increased screen time.
Increasing outdoor hands-on experiential activities as a balance to the more “heady” on-line
experiences of last year’s remote days.
Increasing our staffing so that our faculty is not extended beyond their capacities and so
that we are able to meet substitution needs that might occur while maintaining our schedule
of in-person programming five days a week.
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PLANNED MEASURES TO SUPPORT SAFETY AT HVS
COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

We recognize that due to the current pandemic and the climate of
insecurity that the rise in Delta transmission fosters, constant and clear
methods of communication between all of our stakeholders is essential.
We are committed to sending regular e-mails updating our school families
on our planning. In addition to publishing a newsletter, hosting class
evenings, and holding full-faculty meetings and all-school forums, we will
post our Reopening Plan on the HVS Website for parents to access.
We will email our completed plan to all enrolled and prospective school
families in the coming days.
We are also creating a shorter more reader-friendly COVID Instruction
Guide that will focus on only the most pertinent details. In addition, we will
continue to notify families with the latest announcements and details via
email and our newsletter.
We will maintain an updated COVID-19 tab on our HVS Web Page with
the latest plans and information as they become available.
We will keep a list of relevant articles and resources for families to help
them prepare for the coming school year and educate them on COVID-19
prevention and safety, including information on CDC and DOH
COVID-19 guidelines.
We will ensure that our returning students and faculty are trained in how
to follow COVID-19 prevention protocols safely and correctly, including
but not limited to hand hygiene, proper wearing of face-coverings, social
distancing, and respiratory hygiene.
Communications to parents/guardians will include:
o Instructions on how to screen their child’s health each morning before
coming to school.
o Protocol on how to notify the school and report symptoms
o Requesting a COVID test consent form so that we are ready for Pointof-Care testing and Surveillance screening for COVID.
Communications to faculty/staff will include:
o Educational resources on how to screen their health daily
o Training on new safety protocols including how to handle a symptomatic
student
o Training on handwashing, respiratory hygiene and mask wearing
o Communication about how a our districts COVID surveillance testing
will work.
Communications to visitors will include:
o Signage throughout school buildings with health and safety reminders
o Protocol on health screening, mask wearing, frequent handwashing and
respiratory hygiene
Communication to our whole community:
o A weekly newsletter sent to parents, staff, and community members
will update all those connected to school on new schedules, protocols, and
methods to meet the needs of our students in the coming year.
o A regular section on physical health and mental health in the newsletter
will provide relevant resources to all.

•

•
•
•

CAMPUS VISITORS AND GUESTS

•

•

At this time, parents and guardians are not allowed in our school buildings
during the school day and may enter the outside spaces of our campus
only if a prearrangement has been made with a staff member and they are
accompanied by the person who is hosting them.
o We will make an exception as needed for the parents of first-grade and
Early Childhood students.
o One parent/guardian will be allowed to accompany their child into and out
of their child’s classroom or designated meeting area.
o That parent/guardian is kindly asked to not linger.

•

All visitors, guests, contractors and vendors are required to phone the main
office upon arrival, and follow any instructions provided by the main office
administrator.
o A sign in the parking lot will instruct them to telephone the school before
setting foot on campus.
o When possible, contractors and vendors should be scheduled for after
school hours to reduce exposure.

•

We will have a designated place on the porch of our administration building
for postal packages to be delivered.
We will have a designated place at our outside Check-in tent for forgotten
items to be dropped off by parents. They will notify the receptionist by
phone call or email if any item has been dropped off.

•

SUPPORTING HYGIENE
•

PLAN TO RESTRICT CAMPUS USE
•
•

•

To reduce on-campus traffic, students will be dropped off each day.
Unless specific arrangements have been made, only students in the Early
Childhood program or Grade 1 may be escorted to their designated outdoor
class meeting space by one parent/guardian.
Student pick-up at the end of the day will involve a drive-through schedule
to discourage parking and reduce crowding on campus.

•

DEALING WITH SYMPTOMATIC STAFF AND STUDENTS
•

Any student and/or staff exhibiting the following signs with no other
explanation should be sent to the nurses’ office for an assessment by the
school nurse.
o Fever of 1000F and above, or chills
o Cough
o Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing
o Fatigue

o Muscle or body aches
o Headache
o New loss of taste or smell
o Sore throat
o Congestion or runny nose
o Nausea or vomiting
o Diarrhea
If a COVID consent form is on record, the symptomatic student (or staff
member) will be tested in our Health Office. If there is not consent for
testing, the school will contact the parent/guardian to come pick up their ill
child or send the staff member home.
HVS will ensure that our nurse (or any person) performing COVID
screening activities is appropriately protected from exposure to potentially
infectious individuals entering the facilities.
All staff will be trained by the nurse to ensure they are familiar with CDC,
DOH, and OSHA protocols.
Screeners will use the PPE provided by the school, which at a minimum
includes an N-95 mask and gloves.

•
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The intentional teaching of habits that foster good hygiene will continue to
be brought into our curriculum in a developmentally appropriate way across
the grades.
Hand and respiratory hygiene will be taught to all students and staff at the
beginning of the school year using the CDC protocols for handwashing.
Additionally, hand sanitizer, tissues, and no-touch trash cans will be
provided in all classrooms, common areas and offices.
Class teachers will have planned times in the school day to allow for hand
hygiene. At minimum, students and staff will wash hands:
o Upon entering the classroom every morning
o After using shared objects or surfaces
o Before and after snacks and lunch
o After using the bathroom
o After helping a student with toileting
o After sneezing, wiping or blowing nose, or coughing into hands
o Upon coming in from outdoors
o Anytime hands are visibly soiled
Signage will be hung to remind individuals to:
o Stay home if they feel sick
o Cover their nose and mouth with an acceptable face covering when inside

SUPPORTING HYGIENE (CONTINUED)

•
•
•

•

the school building and when unable to maintain social distance from others
o Adhere to social distancing instructions
o Report symptoms of, or exposure to, COVID-19
o Follow hand hygiene, and cleaning and disinfection guidelines
o Follow respiratory hygiene and cough etiquette
Signs will be posted in highly visible areas such as the entrance, restrooms,
classrooms, administrative offices and custodial staff areas.
HVS will provide hand sanitizer with at least 60% alcohol-base for areas
where handwashing is impractical. Hand sanitizer use will be minimized and
handwashing will be the preferred method.
HVS will provide hand sanitizer and wipes (or spray disinfecting and paper
towels) in common areas or near shared workplace items.

•

•

SUPPORTING SAFER SOCIALIZING
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

HVS will require appropriate physical distancing between individuals while
in school facilities, unless safety or the core activity (e.g., instruction,
moving equipment, traveling in common areas) requires a shorter distance
or individuals are of the same household. Mask-wearing will also be required
inside, in cases where six feet of distance cannot be maintained.
Students will stay with their classmates as much as possible.
Classes with separate entrances to the outdoors will use these for entering
and exiting the school building to reduce exposure to other students in the
foyer.
High traffic areas will be actively managed and potential points of
congestion will be addressed as far as practical.
Teachers will keep windows open in classrooms (unless there is a safety risk
like allergies or inclement weather)
To reduce in-school movement HVS will:
o Use external door to designated sections of the school whenever possible.
o Stagger the use of restrooms and designate certain restrooms for certain
classes.
o Face desks in the classroom in the same direction.
o Use visual aids to illustrate traffic flow and spacing
o Limit occupancy of the faculty room.

•

•

•

ACCOMMODATING HIGH RISK STUDENTS AND STAFF
•
•
•
•

HVS recognizes that our medically vulnerable students may require special
accommodations for their health and wellbeing.
HVS will seek to provide reasonable accommodations for added/alternative
provisions for social distancing, PPE, and possible scheduling changes.
We acknowledge and support students whose parents who like them to wear
a mask at all times even when outside.
Any staff member can ask students to put their mask on at any time at the
staff member’s discretion.

•
•

MASK WEARING AND PERSONAL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT
(PPES)
•

•
•

•

•

Although breakthrough infections in vaccinated people happen much less
often than infections in unvaccinated people, individuals infected with
the Delta variant, including fully vaccinated people with symptomatic
breakthrough infections, can transmit it to others. Thus, the CDC and the
American Academy of Pediatrics recommend universal indoor masking
for all teachers, staff, students, and visitors to K-12 schools, regardless of
vaccination status and community transmission levels.
All individuals at HVS, regardless of vaccination status, are required to wear
a mask indoors, in our hallways and restrooms, and in other congregate
settings, including buses and carpools.
Once in their designated classroom, if teachers have a minimum of 6-foot
spacing from every student in the class, and students have a minimum of
3-ft spacing from each other, and if the windows are cracked and the HEPA
filter is on, individuals are permitted to have masks down for a limited time
for the purpose of eating, drinking, or a mask break.
So long as the weather allows it, every effort will be made to have lessons
and eating happen in our outside classrooms.

•

The school nurse, in conjunction with the COVID-19 Supply Committee
and the Columbia County Department of Health, will ensure adequate
supply of PPE which includes, but is not limited to:
o Face masks (reusable cloth and disposable surgical masks)
o N95 masks
o Face shields
o Gloves
o Disposable gowns
Cloth face coverings must be available on person to be to be put on:
o Whenever they are inside, within 6’ of another person
o In hallways
o In restrooms
o In other congregate settings, including buses.
o Whenever they are requested to do so by any teacher or staff member
HVS will provide, and have an adequate supply on hand, of acceptable face
coverings for employees and students if they forget their own. Additionally,
face coverings will be available to visitors, guests, vendors and contractors.
HVS will teach students:
o The proper way to wear face coverings
o Washing hands before putting on and after removing
o The proper way to discard disposable face coverings
o The importance of routine cleaning of cloth masks
o The importance of not sharing
We recognize that face masks are an essential tool in protecting those in our
community who are unable to be vaccinated and who are most at risk. We
must wear face masks to protect those too young to be vaccinated, and to
allow others whom we care about and value to feel safe and to prevent the
sort of outbreak that could necessitate a school shutdown.
Events of the past year have opened our eyes to the danger that cultural
bias brings to our perceptions and actions. At HVS, we are striving to be
more aware and alert to other members of our society. We recognize that
COVID-19 has not affected our society equally, rather it has targeted
certain groups more than others. By wearing face masks and by allowing
our students to be screened for COVID transmission not only do we
protect our vulnerable students and staff, but we help students to become
more aware of the needs of the group, and the idea of acting in a socially
responsible way. This will pay dividends in the gargantuan task of building a
more just country.
We understand that our youngest students do not have the same ability to
tolerate masks as our older students, and that some have conditions that
make wearing a mask more difficult. We will teach all members of our school
community about the underlying values of mask wearing, but we will also
provide safe opportunities to be mask free.
To prioritize mask breaks, every classroom also has an additional outdoor
space where students can be distanced and in open air.
Acceptable face coverings for COVID-19 include but are not limited to
surgical masks and cloth-based face coverings (e.g., homemade sewn,
quick cut, bandana) that cover both the mouth and nose. Face shields
worn without other face coverings are not considered adequate protection
against COVID-19 and should not be used except in combination with an
acceptable mask.
For staff engaged in workplace activities that require a higher degree
of protection due to the nature of the work (e.g., health screenings,
nurse’s office work), N-95 masks, N-95 respirators, or other PPE used
under existing industry standards will be used, in accordance with OSHA
guidelines.
Clothes mask brought in from home may not have writing, distracting
images, inappropriate patterns, or obtrusive brand logos.

PROTOCOL FOR A CONFIRMED CASE OF COVID-19 IN OUR
COMMUNITY
•
•

•
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If a student or staff becomes ill with symptoms of COVID-19 at school,
they must immediately report to the school nurse.
The nurses’ office will continue to be dedicated to serving healthy students
needing treatment for injuries, medications, etc. The room adjacent to
the nurses’ office—an isolation room (The Cocoon)— will be dedicated to
assessing and caring for symptomatic students and staff.
Both the well-child health room and the isolation room will have easy access
to a bathroom, sink, and hand hygiene supplies.

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

CLEANING AND DISINFECTING PROTOCOL

The school nurse will use transmission-based precautions at all times which
includes:
o Ensuring isolation of ill students and staff as soon as possible. Using PPE
appropriately, including gloves, gown and mask and donning PPE upon
room entry and properly discard before exiting the room.
o Cleaning and disinfecting all equipment before and after use.
o Cleaning and disinfecting the rooms after use.
o Opening window for increased airflow.
If a student is tested and found to be positive for COVID-19, privacy will
be maintained. The school nurse will discretely contact the parent/guardian
as well as the COVID-19 Unit at the Columbia County Department of
Health. The student will wait in the isolation room (along with any siblings)
to be picked up. The Columbia County Department of Health and parent/
guardians will be contacted for follow up testing and contact tracing.
Parents should also contact their family healthcare provider.
Any siblings (or other members of the household) who live with a student
who has tested positive for COVID may be asked to quarantine until they
are able to test negative 3-5 days post exposure. If they test negative at
that point, they may return to school but will need to wear a mask at all
times until the 10-day post exposure window is reached.
Students suspected of COVID-19 awaiting transport home must remain in
the isolation room with a supervising adult present using PPE. Students will
be escorted from the isolation room to the parent/guardian car through a
side entrance, avoiding contact with other students and faculty.
Staff using PPE will close off areas used by a sick person and the area will
not be not use again until a deep disinfecting has occurred. Once the area
has been appropriately cleaned and disinfected it can be reopened for use.
Students and staff that didn’t have close and proximate contact with the
symptomatic person (defined as being within 6’ of the person or being in
the same enclosed environment with the person) can return to the area and
resume school immediately after cleaning.
If a student or staff member reports having tested positive for COVID-19,
the school nurse will notify the local health department to determine what
steps are needed for the school community.

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
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The daily cleaning and disinfection of HVS will be performed by a crew of
one full-time cleaner and 3 part-time staff.
We will continue with the same comprehensive COVID-19-specific
cleaning plan created last year per State guidelines in consultation
with our HVS School Cleaning Committee comprised of faculty,
administration, and our professional cleaners. It will include:
o Routine soap and water cleaning
o Frequent disinfection using EPA-approved disinfectants against
COVID-19. When EPA-approved disinfectants are not available,
alternative disinfectants can be used (1/3 cup bleach added to 1 gallon of
water).
High touch surfaces (such as banisters and door handles) will be cleaned
and disinfected frequently throughout the day.
HVS will regularly schedule cleaning and changing of our heating
system filters. The filters on our HEPA filter machines must be replaced
according to manufacturer’s guidelines.
Shared athletic/eurthymy/therapeutic equipment will be cleaned
between use.
The nurse’s office and isolation room cleaning will occur after each use of:
o Bed
o Bathroom
o Health office equipment
If COVID-19 cases are discovered at HVS, the immediate response will
include:
o Quarantining anyone who had direct contact with the positive case,
as per the new CDC guidelines. Closing off areas or classrooms where
individuals were infected
o Opening doors and windows to increase air circulation
o Waiting 24 hours—or as long as possible—before cleaning to allow
aerosolized particles to settle.
o Engaging in the process of “deep cleaning” of all areas used by the
person suspected or confirmed to have COVID-19, such as offices,
classrooms, bathrooms, and common areas in consultation with DOH
guidelines or conversations with our local DOH contact.

CLEANING AND DISINFECTING PROTOCOL (CONTINUED)

•

o Reopening the area once it has been appropriately cleaned and
disinfected.
We may choose to modify operations to help mitigate a rise in cases.

•

RETURNING TO SCHOOL AFTER ILLNESS
•
•

•

•

HVS will follow CDC guidance for allowing a student or staff member to
return to school after exhibiting symptoms of COVID-19.
If a person has had any of the symptoms of COVID-19, in order to return
to school following illness, they must receive a negative result on a PCR
COVID test, OR a negative diagnosis from a healthcare provider. AND
they must have been feeling well and fever-free, without the use of feverreducing medicines for 24 hours.
o If they have been diagnosed with another condition, they must provide
the school with a written note from their healthcare provider stating they
are clear to return to school.
o Siblings of a symptomatic student (or those who live in the same
household) must remain home pending the negative COVID result on the
symptomatic student.
If a person is diagnosed with COVID-19 by a healthcare provider based on a
test or their symptoms, they should stay at home until it has been at least:
o ten days since the individual first had symptoms;
o three days since the individual has had a fever (without using fever
reducing medicine); and
o three days since the individual’s symptoms improved, including cough and
shortness of breath.
Any student needing to be at home in isolation will be supported in their
homeschooling.

•
•
•

METRICS FOR QUARANTINING OTHER MEMBERS IN A CLASS
•
•

CONTACT TRACING
•
•

HVS will cooperate with state and local health departments regarding
contact tracing following a positive diagnosis for COVID-19 among any
member of our school community.
The school community will be notified when there is a positive COVID case

at our school. The name of the person will be kept confidential.
In order to assist public health departments in knowing who may have had
contact at school with a confirmed case, HVS will:
o keep accurate attendance records of students and staff members
o ensure student schedules are up to date
o assist local health departments in tracing all contacts of the individual at
school in accordance with the protocol, training, and tools provided through
the New York State Contact Tracing Program. (This does not mean schools
are required to have staff members take the contract tracing program.)
Confidentiality will be maintained as required by federal and state laws and
regulations.
School staff will not determine who is to be excluded from school based
on contact without guidance and direction from the local department of
health.
Whereas State and local health departments will implement monitoring and
movement restrictions of COVID-19 infected or exposed persons, HVS
will take responsibility for notifying faculty or families of students that they
have come into close or proximate contact with a person with COVID-19.
Please note that medical privacy laws explicitly prohibit HVS from revealing
the name of the individual who has tested positive for COVID-19. We
may only reveal that the student or faculty member has come in close or
proximate contact with an unnamed person, and how we came to know this
information (school tracking systems, governmental contact tracing, or
another mechanism).

•
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If an individual from a given class is confirmed to be COVID-19 positive,
only those persons who had close contact will be asked to self-quarantine.
The CDC guidance document defines a close contact as someone who was
within 6 feet of an infected person (laboratory-confirmed or a clinically
compatible illness) for a cumulative total of 15 minutes or more over a
24-hour period (for example, three individual 5-minute exposures for a
total of 15 minutes). Exception: In the K–12 indoor classroom setting, the
close contact definition excludes students who were within 3 to 6 feet of
an infected student if both students correctly and consistently wore wellfitting masks the entire time.
Students are being grouped into small glass cohorts to allow for fewer

UPDATED: 9/1/21

INSTRUCTIONAL SETTING:

Student Case/Student Contacts1
Were the positive student and exposed student
wearing a mask consistently and correctly? 2

YES

NO

Was the student LESS THAN 3 FEET from the
case for 15 minutes or more over 24 hours?

NO

Was the student WITHIN 6 FEET of the case
for 15 minutes or more over 24 hours?

YES

YES

NO

Is the student fully
VACCINATED?
NO QUARANTINE

NO QUARANTINE
NO

YES

QUARANTINE and
recommended
testing

Is the student
SYMPTOMATIC?

YES

Exclude from school.
LHD will give further
direction 5

NO

NO QUARANTINE.
CDC recommendations:
test 3-5 days after exposure,
mask use in school 3,4,5

1. In general, this algorithm will be used to identify individuals who require isolation and/or quarantine/exclusion after a potential
exposure. Ultimately, decisions will be made based on the LHD’s review of all unique circumstances of the investigation.
2. CDC consistent and correct mask use: CLICK HERE
3. CDC guidance for testing fully vaccinated individuals after exposure: CLICK HERE
4. At present, mask use in school is mandated in NYS per Regulation 10 nycrr 2.61
5. Notify parent/guardian of students exposure and CDC recommendations
* If and when CDC recommendations change this document will be updated
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METRICS FOR QUARANTINING OTHER MEMBERS IN A CLASS
(CONTINUED)
•
If the student who tested positive has a sibling in a different class, the sibling
will also self-quarantine; however, the sibling’s classmates will not need to
quarantine unless the sibling themself tests positive.
•
If more than half the students from any given class are out sick, the class
will be asked to self-quarantine at home either for two weeks or until all
students are tested and come back negative, whichever is sooner.
•
In the case of sickness but no positive test, the community will not be
alerted until such time as a positive result comes back from a quarantined
student.
•
Students who present symptoms of COVID-19 during a period of selfquarantine need to follow the procedures for returning to school as outlined
above.
•
During the time of a full-class quarantine, if possible, the class lessons will
continue remotely. However, there may be situations in which teachers
themselves fall sick, in which case HVS will make every effort to find
adequate substitute coverage.

•
•

SNACK AND LUNCH PROTOCOL
•
•

•

SCHOOL CLOSURE
•

•

At any point HVS may choose to modify our schedule, for example
reinstituting a hybrid model for the older students. Any decisions will be
done in consultation with all the stakeholders.
HVS will consult our local department of health when making any decisions
to close.

HVS will collaborate with the Capital District Region health department
to determine the conditions or metrics that will serve as early warning signs
that positive COVID-19 cases may be increasing beyond an acceptable
level.
HVS might consider closing the school if COVID positive transmission
rates impact the ability of the school to operate safely. For example:
o If three classes within our own school community have COVID positive
cases.
o When we are not able to staff our school programs safely because we have
over 20% of HVS faculty/staff absent
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Good nutrition supports a healthy immune system. This is expecially
important in an age of pandemic. We will encourage families to always
prepare a healthy snack and lunch for their child.
To reduce traffic on campus, we urge parents to make sure that children
arrive at school each day with their snack and lunch. While we understand
there are times when an item is accidentally left at home and we will have
a designated place for parents to drop off necessary food and supplies, this
should not be part of the typical routine.
The following adjustments will be made to our existing food routines for the
coming year.
o No one will share food and/or beverages unless individuals are members of
the same household.
o Everyone will wash hands before mealtimes and be alert to hygiene
protocols.
o Teachers will model appropriate physical distancing and hygiene while
eating with children.
o When possible, students will eat outside.
o When eating inside, students will be physically distanced at tables or desks
facing the same direction, or in a wide u-shape formation if there is enough
space for physical distancing compliance.
o Everyone will wash their hands after eating before resuming the
school day.
o Only members of the same class cohort will eat in the same room.

RESTROOM USE

SUPPORT FOR SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL LEARNING

•
•

As a Waldorf School, HVS has traditionally had strong structures in place to
support the Social and Emotional Wellbeing of our students. Beginning with our
Early Childhood Program, young children are welcomed into a warm and loving
home-like school environment where they are surrounded by natural materials
and spend a large portion of the day ensconced in nature and imaginative play.
Our Early Childhood teachers work in close collaboration with parents to build
healthy habits and rhythms that support our youngest students’ social and
emotional needs until they are ready to begin their journey into the grades’
classes with a Class Teacher. A Class Teacher typically stays with the same group
of children for all of Lower School and at times through Middle School. In the
process, teachers get to know their students and the students’ families very well
and are consequently able to serve a very supportive role in the social-emotional
life of the Lower School and Middle School child. In addition, our students are
typically with the same group of children for all 8 years of school, forming bonds
with one’s classmates and their immediate families. A culture of trust is actively
cultivated at HVS through these close relationships, as well as through regular
parent meetings, frequent emails and opportunities for socialization among
families—all possible because of our small class sizes and strong community and
festival life.

•
•
•
•

Each class will have a dedicated restroom to use.
Restrooms designed for multiple people will be limited to half their usual
capacity.
Signage demarking which class may use the restroom and maximum
capacity will be posted on doors.
Faculty and staff likewise will use designated bathrooms to mitigate crossexposure.
Restrooms will be cleaned and disinfected during the day, following
recommendations established by the DOH.

SAFETY DRILLS
•

•
•

HVS maintains an internal guide for conducting safety drills. This was
reviewed and updated before the start of the 2020-21 school year to take
into account necessary changes to location due to our outdoor learning
spaces.
Fewer people will be tasked with checking windows and doors and doing a
sweep of the school building.
We will make sure classes stay in their cohort groups during drills.

Hawthorne Valley Waldorf School has a Learning Support Committee tasked
with overseeing the social emotional impact of school during the COVID-19
pandemic. This committee includes (but is not limited to) the School Director,
the Therapeutic Support coordinator, the MS/HS academic mentor, the
Literacy Support Specialists, and the School Nurse. This committee will continue
a 3-tiered approach implemented last year to support our faculty, school
community, and our students.

AFTER-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING AND ATHLETICS
•
•

Our after-school programming has been reduced. Our athletic program has
been allowed to start up again with the understanding that athletes will have
regular COVID screenings.
We encourage parents to limit play dates to interactions with children in
their child’s class group as a method to limit exposure. With all the chaos of
our current age, having a more mellow home-life with less rushing around
and fewer activities will serve our students well.
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SUPPORT FOR SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL LEARNING
(CONTINUED)

REMOTE LEARNING PLANS:

The following is an outline of interventions and supports that will be implemented
with this 3-tiered approach:
TIER ONE:
•
Taking care to ensure a healthy rhythm to the school day for all students
and faculty, bringing security and predictability after this period of
uncertainty and isolation
•
Using morning activities to build social and emotional health within the class
community
•
Allowing children opportunities to deepen roots in the healthy soil of our
extensive campus and farm
•
Providing resources to help teachers navigate working with children during a
period of trauma
•
Fostering clear communication and trust throughout the school
community:
o our Website is updated to reflect policies and contact information.
o our Weekly HVS Newsletter will include Health, Mental Health, and
Wellness content and resources to support the entire community
o Parent Forums will be held as needed to inform about new COVID 19
testing and screening policies, other topics TBD reflective of the needs of
the general population.
•
Offering a curriculum that support holistic learning, such as arts, Eurythmy
(movement), handwork, outdoor projects, practical arts and farming
•
Providing after school athletic programs and in-school Physical Education
(including mindful hiking and other restorative practices.)
TIER TWO:
•
Supporting teachers and parents by helping them to identify signs of
depression, anxiety, and trauma in children of different ages, and how to
appropriately refer them to support staff for follow up.
•
Students in certain grades will participate in screenings: Literacy
Assessment, Vision Assessment, Movement/OT screening
•
Classes will include content intended to address social emotional health and
academic delays caused by the experience of distance learning: subjects
include math skills, Literacy, Executive Function, Communication
•
Restorative practice: Class circles may be held to process experiences,
feelings and to increase self-awareness
•
Students’ schedules will include time in nature, outdoors, movement and
arts experiences
•
Class meetings will be held regularly to foster interaction
•
Middle School and High School students will each be assigned an advisor
who will provide daily check in and parent communication with their
assigned student.
•
Consultation with Literacy specialists and School Counselor are available to
both Faculty and Parents
TIER THREE:
•
One-on-One counseling opportunities provided to those in particular need
•
One-on-One tutoring and small group mentoring will be available
•
Referral to CSE for academic testing
•
Referral to outside services Mental health support
•
Therapeutic Eurythmy and Extra lesson support available to students
•
Therapeutic Horseback Riding/Farm Experience
•
Care Circle will provide regular meeting of multidisciplinary group to assess
student needs and assign and track services.
•
Child Study will provide more intensive study by faculty and family of an
individual child’s needs and make recommendations.

We are not offering full-time remote learning this year and do not plan to
regularly zoom our classes.
We will use our past 18-months experience of hybrid models and remote learning
to prepare our methods and curriculum should we need at some point to pivot
into remote learning.
In the event of a mandated campus closure, we will rely on Google classroom and
zoomed classes in our older grades and Learning packs and at-home visits in our
younger grades.
If a student needs to learn from home due to COVID related illness or
quarantine, teachers will support the child on a case-by-case basis as needed.
If remote learning becomes necessary again, we will strive to find ways to
maintain our Waldorf identity, to continue to teach to the whole child—the head,
the heart and the hands—while relying on parents, packets, and technology to
support our educational offerings.
CONCLUSION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

BUSSING AND TRANSPORTATION:
•
•

We will ensure that all students who ride buses wear masks when seated,
standing, or getting on and off the bus.
We have encouraged families to form “carpool routes” among cohorts of
students.
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This fall, despite the recent spike in Delta variant COVID transmission,
HVS is well positioned and well equipped to return to full in-person
school year.
Our building and outdoor spaces lend themselves to hygienic airflow.
Our staff is used to being flexible and teaching a variety of subjects.
Our subject classes are split to be smaller to make physical distancing
relatively easy for us to implement.
We have room on our spacious campus to erect the tents and outdoor
learning spaces that will provide an optimally safe classroom.
We have a flexible nature-based curriculum in the younger grades and a
strong foundation in Social-Emotional Learning support which will provide a
solid foundation for student and faculty wellness.
Our school community is not comprised of random strangers living in a
single school district, rather our families have intentionally sought out our
school. Our strength as a school, then, is rooted in community connections.
These have been challenged in an age that has required a certain level of
physical distancing. But we are focusing on creative ways to come together
as a community.
Our school community is comprised of individuals who have different
creative interests, varying political beliefs, and a wide variety of personal
experiences. They represent widespread socio-economic backgrounds
and variety of religious, ethnic, racial, and gender identities. Some have
compromised immune systems while others never get sick. What joins our
parents together is our school, our shared purpose to intentionally provide
the education that our children, the next generation, are craving.
We share a common respect for Waldorf education not only for our
currently-enrolled students, but for future generations of HVS students.
We anticipate that the further release of guidelines from the State will
cause us to revise this document, and to that end, we will maintain updated
copies on our school website.
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330 COUNTY ROUTE 21C
GHENT, NY 12075
(518) 672-7092
SCHOOL.HAWTHORNEVALLEY.ORG
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